Capote goal gives gutsy Qatar stunning win over Argentina

I am really proud of the boys who stuck to their plans and executed them perfectly: Qatar coach Valero Rivera

Qatar’s left back Rafael Capote celebrated a goal during the 2021 World Handball Championship match against Argentina.

However, the South Americans were unable to score for eight minutes and were finally undone by Rafael Capote, who scored a combination of two goals in the 32nd minute, the third by coach Matias Gutierrez.

The next goal came from the 32nd minute of the game, when the team from Qatar scored two goals in quick succession.

With 17 seconds left in the first half, Capote scored a penalty goal, and after a successful pass to Qatar’s forward, he scored the equalizer.

The South Americans fought back in the second half, scoring twice to take the lead back, but Qatar held onto their lead to win the match.

Qatar coach Valero Rivera insists his team will continue to fight for the win in the remaining matches.

Football

Olunga nets hat-trick as Al Duhail cruise into Amir Cup last 8
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Olunga nets hat-trick as Al Duhail cruise into quarter-finals

Al Shamil stun Qatar SC and Al Kharairat beat Al Wakrah in other matches

By Sport Review

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

with Michael Olunga.

Saturday’s match between Al Duhail SC and Al Wahda FC was described as a “beer-fest” by the fans.

Al Shamil stunned Qatar SC in a窒息ing match at Al Wakrah on Saturday, while Al Kharairat beat Al Wakrah in other matches.

PREVIEW

Al Sadd not taking Muaihar for granted: Xavi

By Sport Review

AL Sadd are set to face Al Hilal in their fourth round of the AFC Champions League. The two teams are both looking to secure their place in the semi-finals.

Muaihar has already scored in the previous round against Al Hilal, but Xavi is not taking the player lightly.

Muaihar’s finishing ability is something that Al Sadd must be wary of.

On the other hand, Al Sadd are looking to secure their place in the semi-finals after winning their previous round against Al Shahania.

Muaihar’s form has been impressive in the previous round, and Al Sadd must be ready to face him.

Al Sadd are also looking to extend their 20-game unbeaten run in the AFC Champions League.

The match is set to be held in the Qatar Sports Club Stadium in Doha on Friday, with kick-off at 8:00 PM local time.

Qatar 2022 venues ready to host the world’s top clubs

By Sport Review

Qatar 2022 venues are ready to host the world’s top clubs, with the final list of 12 venues announced by the organizing committee.

The list includes the Al Janoub Stadium, the Al Thumama Stadium, the Khalifa International Stadium, and the Education City Stadium.

These venues will host the opening match, the final, and other important matches, ensuring that the world’s top teams are accommodated.

Al Janoub Stadium will host the opening match on November 21, while the final will be played on December 18.

The list also includes the Al Bayt Stadium, the Al Rayyan Stadium, and the Al Wakrah Stadium.

These venues will host other important matches, ensuring that all teams have the opportunity to showcase their skills.
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Chelsea sack Lampard after New Year slump

‘Under current circumstances we believe it is best to change’

FOOTBALL

Leeds chairman Andrea Radrizzani has said all Premier League clubs need to be more focused on ‘playing the game’ and ensuring that their teams are not under pressure.

Leeds United chairman Andrea Radrizzani has said all Premier League clubs need to be more focused on ‘playing the game’ and ensuring that their teams are not under pressure.

Radrizzani, who is set to stand down as Leeds chairman at the end of the season, said: ‘We need to be careful not to put pressure on our managers, as it is not fair on them and it is not good for the league.’

Radrizzani added: ‘We need to be aware of the importance of mental health.’

The Premier League has been under pressure to address the issue of mental health in recent years, with several high-profile players and managers reporting issues with their mental health.
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**Sibley shines as England sweep Test series 2-0**

David Sibley shone and England secured a Twenty20 series win with a 2-0 sweep over Pakistan to complete a 5-0 whitewash of the Pakistanis in their previous series. Pakistan, Pakistan's bowling remained resilient, but in 2019, Pakistan had won both the first and second Test matches.

**Oppinion**

Ban bouncers in junior cricket, says concussioh expert

Cricketers are recommanded not to have contact through the floor or into the air, given the way they can lead to head injuries. The MCC, in a new paper, has said that concussions should not be used as the first line of defense against head injuries. The MCC has also suggested that concussions should not be used as a last resort, as they can lead to head injuries.

**SPOTLIGHT**

Not much point apologising to NZ for underarm ball: Trevor Chappell

Trevor Chappell was criticized by his older brother and Pakistan coach, Mike Atherton, for his underarm actions in the 1983 World Cup Final. Chappell said he would not go back to the underarm bowling that in 1983, which led to New Zealand's victory.

**PREVIEW**

S Africa think spin to tackle Pakistan in Karachi Test

The conditions are not as good for spin bowling in the Tests as they were in the limited-overs games. South Africa think spin bowling will be a key factor in the Tests as they are looking to bounce back after the limited-overs series.

**Focus**

Sibley shines as England sweep Test series 2-0

David Sibley shone and England secured a Twenty20 series win with a 2-0 sweep over Pakistan to complete a 5-0 whitewash of the Pakistanis in their previous series. Pakistan, Pakistan's bowling remained resilient, but in 2019, Pakistan had won both the first and second Test matches.
Leonard scores 34 as Clippers stretch win streak to seven

On a night when we weren't making shots, it was a good, tough, grind-it-out win for us.

The shot was Wedgewood's third of the NHL's first 11 games and his first since Dec. 12, 2007, when he scored 27 times in the Detroit Comets' 1988-89 Calder season.
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GOLF

Sii Woo Kim edges Cantlay for win at La Quinta

I tried to keep patient and believe in myself. I got the chance on 16, and that’s when I could make it.


ATHLETICS

Crouser breaks 32-year-old indoor shot put record


OLYMPICS

Pole vault champion throws weight behind Tokyo Games


Indian wrestlers aiming for medals at Tokyo Olympics, says WFI president


"I think we have the Olympics without spectators. I would prefer that not happen but that’s not in our control. But it would be better to hold the Olympics without fans. It’s strange adding that the Steel wireAls were essentially watching from a distance almost, in a sense, throwing the weight behind Tokyo Games."
Abdulaziz al-Kuwai targets second Qatar Rally victory

I am not the same driver. I was at that time, because I stopped racing from 2012 for three or four years in general.

By Sport Report

Abdulaziz al-Kuwai is the number one Qatari rally driver in the country. He is also the current holder of the Qatar Cup Rally victory. He entered his 2016 car in the Rally Dakar, where he finished in the top ten. In 2017, he took on the challenge of the WRC and became the first Qatari driver to compete in the world championship rally.

Abdulaziz al-Kuwai is currently preparing for the 2018 Qatar Rally, which is scheduled to take place in March. He is confident that he will be able to secure another victory in this prestigious rally.

Mercedes boss Wolff out of contract after 2018

Mercedes' Lewis Hamilton will not be offered a new contract after 2018, according to reports. The six-time world champion has been instrumental in Mercedes' success, but the team has decided to explore other options.

Lewis Hamilton will be free to negotiate with other teams from 2019 onwards. Mercedes has not yet made a formal announcement, but it is expected that other teams will step up to sign the Brit.

Tennis

Andy Murray

The British tennis player announced his retirement due to injury. Murray has had a successful career, winning three Grand Slam titles and reaching world No. 1. However, he has been plagued by injuries in recent years, which have hampered his performance.

While Murray announced his retirement, his farewell match was due to take place against Nick Kyrgios in London on 25 August. The match was intended to mark his retirement from professional tennis.

Barty enjoys Australian training 'camp'

Ashleigh Barty is back on the practice court after a successful season in 2019. The Australian world No. 3 has been training in Sydney ahead of the 2020 Australian Open. Barty is aiming to improve her game and maintain her form.

She recently announced that she will be playing in the Adelaide International and the Hopman Cup before the Australian Open, which will start on 20 January.

BONUS: BUTTON TO RACE FOR OWN TEAM IN EXTREME ELECTRIC SERIES

London, UK: Formule E announced that its world champion Jamie Chadwick will be the first female driver to compete in the Extreme Electric Series (EES). Chadwick is a multiple Formula E champion and will be driving for the team of her choice.

EES is an electric Super GT series that features a variety of different electric vehicles. The series is designed to promote electric vehicle technology and sustainability.

Chadwick has been a long-time Formula E driver and is the first female driver to be promoted to a top-level racing series. She is expected to make waves in the EES, and her performance will be closely watched by fans and experts alike.

**PREPPING FOR THE F1 RACE: 3-5 TIPS FOR NEW DRIVERS ON THEIR FIRST RACE WEEKEND**

For new drivers, the first race weekend can be overwhelming. Here are some tips to help them get ready for their first experience:

1. Know the track: Familiarize yourself with the track layout, including the corners, straights, and any potential hazards.
2. Practice your pitstop: Pit stops are crucial in F1 racing. Practice changing the tires, refueling, and securing the car.
3. Stay calm: Racing at high speeds can be nerve-wracking. Focus on breathing and maintaining a calm demeanor.
4. Learn from the experts: Watch videos of F1 races and read interviews with experienced drivers to learn from their experiences.
5. Practice makes perfect: The more you practice, the better you'll become. Focus on your driving skills and reaction time.

Remember, every race is different, and every driver has a unique style. The key is to stay focused, stay calm, and have fun!
75 international contenders among top class entries for Amir Sword Festival in Qatar

By Sports Reporter

Qatar equestrian among a massive 100 horses to vie for the top honors in the international contest at the Amir Sword Festival, one of the most prestigious equestrian events in Qatar. The Festival will feature some of the best horses and riders from around the world, all aiming to win glory in the prestigious event.

On Friday, March 17, 2023, the Amir Sword Festival will take place at the Al Rayyan Desert, with 75 horses from 18 countries vying for the top honors. The event is part of the Qatar National equestrian calendar and is considered one of the most prestigious events in the country.

The Festival will feature top equestrian athletes from around the world, including Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. The event will feature a variety of equestrian disciplines, including show jumping, dressage, and endurance riding.

The Festival will also feature a number of top international riders, including some of the best in the world. The event is expected to attract a large audience from around the world, with spectators flocking to the Al Rayyan Desert to witness the top equestrian athletes in action.

The Amir Sword Festival is considered one of the most prestigious events in the Gulf region, with top equestrian athletes from around the world competing for the top honors. The event is expected to showcase the best of equestrianism, with riders vying for glory in front of a large and enthusiastic audience.